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Pace of Assets Moving to Passive Strategies Continues, but Rate Slows 

December 17, 2020, Needham, MA – Uncertainty posed by COVID-19 makes it difficult to predict the 
direction in which the global economy and markets will move over the next year. Against this 
uncertain background, FUSE Research Network in partnership with WealthManagement.com 
surveyed financial advisors on product usage trends, and the results reflect the gradual changes 
occurring over the longest bull market in history as they intersect with the abrupt increase in market 
volatility and economic uncertainty caused by the pandemic. 

Based on findings from our latest Advisor Trend Monitor Series Report – Product Usage: The Advisor 
View, there is a pause in the trend toward passive strategies, with a notable increase in the 
percentage of advisors unwilling to commit to a preference for active or passive across asset classes. 
Also, advisors across channels project that passive strategies will continue to capture assets from 
active strategies, but the pace at which they foresee this occurring slowed significantly relative to last 
year. In 2019, on average, advisors predicted active strategies would lose 3.6% market share to 
passive strategies by 2021. However, our latest research reveals that active will cede just 1.9% to 
passive by 2022. 
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“The slowdown in the pace of assets moving to passive strategies, and the fact that a growing portion 
of advisors are becoming ‘strategy agnostic’ across asset classes, is likely welcome news to active 
managers,” notes Patrick Newcomb, Director of BenchMark Research. “However, whether they can 
maintain this upswing in positive sentiment beyond the current period of increased market volatility 
will depend on their ability to outperform passive on a risk-adjusted basis over a sustained period of 
time.” 



In addition to examining active and passive strategies, the Advisor Trend Monitor Report – Product 
Usage: The Advisor View covers preferred product types and asset classes among advisors, including 
non-transparent active ETFs and private equity, the characteristics for choosing particular investment 
vehicles and strategies, and anticipated shifts in usage. 

The FUSE Advisor Trend Monitor is a survey-based report series that provides timely insight into 
advisor views on a range of issues central to asset managers’ decisions about resource allocation. 
With the ongoing support of our partner, WealthManagement.com, FUSE releases a total of six 
reports annually that comprise the Advisor Trend Monitor report series.

For details about obtaining a copy of Product Usage: The Advisor View, please email Jason Heinhorst 
at jheinhorst@fuse-research.com or call (720) 221-5223. 

About FUSE Research Network LLC

FUSE was launched in 2008 with the view that research and consulting support for asset managers 

has failed to evolve with the changing needs of the client. The future competitive environment will 

demand that clients make important business decisions within shorter and shorter timeframes.  

In order to support clients in this setting, FUSE provides a dynamic research platform that covers our 
clients’ current and future decision areas (strategic and tactical). Our goal is to become an invaluable 
business partner through the delivery of highly informed and forward-looking recommendations that 
are among the critical inputs our clients need to optimize results. 


